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1. Introduction

In this paper, a surface in R4 = {(xι,x<2,X3ιt)\xι,X2,x3,t G R} means a closed

(oriented or not and connected or not) PL 2-manifold embedded in R4 locally flatly.

For two surfaces F and F' in R4, the following conditions are mutually equivalent (cf.

[3]).

(1) F is ambient isotopic to F1'.

(2) F is related with F1 by a sequence of simplex moves on surfaces in R4.

On the other hand, it is usual to describe a surface in R4 by use of a motion picture

method [1]; taking the ί-coordinate as a height function, we consider a surface to be

a one-parameter family of subsets in R3 that are the intersections of the surface and

the parallel hyperplanes. A surface in R4 is said to be elementary if all of its critical

points are elementary (that is, minimal points, maximal points, and saddle points).

Let ψo : R4 —> R4 be a rotation about the x\x%-plane by an angle θ. If p is

an elementary (resp. non-elementary) critical point of a surface F, then φe(p) is also

an elementary (resp. non-elementary) critical point of ψβ(F) for a sufficiently small

positive angle θ. In particular, if F is elementary, then ψβ(F) is also elementary.

The purpose of this paper is to prove the following theorem.

Theorem 1.1. Let F and F1 in R4 be two elementary surfaces. The following

conditions are mutually equivalent.

(1) F is ambient isotopic to F1.

(2) ψβ(F) is related with φβ(F') by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary sur-

faces in R4 for a sufficiently small positive angle θ.

In Section 2, we introduce the notion of a degree of a point of a surface in R4.

We give a sufficient condition to decide which critical points are elementary (Lemma

2.3). Section 3 is devoted to examining how a 3-simplex move changes the degree

of a point of a surface (Lemma 3.1). In Section 4, we define a Λ-move, which is a

deformation to "pick up" a critical point and change it into some elementary critical

points. This deformation was used in [2], We show that a Λ-move is decomposed into
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some 3-simplex moves (Lemma 4.2). In Section 5, we prove Theorem 1.1.

Throughout this paper, we work in the piecewise linear category.

2. Critical Points

Let π : R4 —> R3 be the projection defined by π(x\,x^ #3,i) = (#ι,#2,#3). We

use the notation t(p) for the ί-coordinate of a point p in R4. We consider the following

condition for a compact polyhedron P in β4:

(2.1) Any two vertices v and Ί>' of P satisfy that π(υ) φ π(ί/) and t(v) φ t(υ').

We notice that ψβ(P] satisfies the condition (2.1) for a sufficiently small positive angle

θ. In this section, we assume that a surface F in R4 satisfies (2.1).

For a subset A of R3 and a subset # of R, we denote the subset AxB C R3xR =

R4 by A.B. If 5 consists of one point ί, we use the notation A[t] for -A{£}.

The intersection F Γi R3 [t] is an ordinary cross-section if it is the empty set or a

closed 1-manifold in Jί3[t]. The intersection F Π R3[t] is an exceptional cross-section

if it is not an ordinary cross-section.

If F Π R3[t] is an exceptional cross-section, then there is a unique point p that has

no neighborhood in F Π R3[t] homeomorphic to an interval.Such a point p is called

a critical point of F. We note that a critical point must be a vertex of F, that is, a

0-simplex of any triangulation of F.

In this paper, maximal points, minimal points, and saddle points are called elemen-

tary critical points, where a saddle point is the singular point illustrated in Figure 2.1.

The points of F except critical points are called the ordinary points. We say that F is

an elementary surface if all the critical points of F are elementary.

N[t-2ε] N [ t - ε ] N[t] N[t+ε] N[t + 2ε]

Figure 2.1

For any point p of F, the number of the edges in the 1-dimensional polyhedron

F Π R3[t(p)] around p is even.

DEFINITION 2.2. The degree of p of F is the half number of such edges and

denoted by d(p\ F).
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The degree d(p; F) is 0 (resp. 1) if and only if p is a maximal point or a minimal
point (resp. an ordinary point) of F. If d(p; F) > 3, then p is a non-elementary critical
point of F. In the case of d(p; F) = 2, p is not necessarily a saddle point of F.

Lemma 2.3. Let K be a triangulation of F which contains a vertex p. If the
number of the edges in K around p is less than or equal to five, then p is an elementary
critical point or an ordinary point.

Proof. Let \pvι , \pv2\, , \pvn\ be the 1-simplices in K such that the link Lk(p;
F) = |Lk(p;AΓ)| is |v lV2 | U \v2υ3\ U - - U \vnvn+l\ (vn+l = vi). Since 2d(p;F) is
equal to the number

jt{i|*(vi) < t(p) < tfa+i) or t(υi) > t(p) > t(v<+ι)},

we have d(p; F) < 2. It suffices to consider the case of d(p; F) = 2.

We take a small cylindrical neighborhood N[a,b] of p in #4, where N is a convex
linear 3-ball in R3 and α < t(p) < b. Taking b — a to be a sufficiently small positive
number, we may assume that the side (cW)[α, b] is disjoint from \pvi\ (i — 1, , n).
Let Tα(p;F) and T6(p;F) be two tangles (7V[α],F ΓΊ N[a]) and (N[b],FΓ\ N[b]) re-
spectively. Because of d(p F) — 2, T/c(p;F) is a 2-string tangle (k = α, 6). Each
string of Tfc(p; F) has one or two vertices corresponding to \pVi\ Π N[k], and in total
two strings of Tfc(p; F) have two or three vertices in int/V[fc] (k — α, b). Therefore we
see that both Γα(p; F) and Tb(p\ F) are trivial tangles.

We identify <9Tα(>;F) with dTb(p;F)*, where T6(p;F)* is the mirror image of
Tb(p; F). Since Γα(p; F) and Γ6(p; F) are trivial 2-string tangles and the union Tα(p; F

)(JdTb(p-, F)* is a trivial knot, there exists an isotopy {hs} (0 < 5 < 1) of N[a] = N[b]

such that Λι(Tα(p; F)) and ftι(T6(p; F)) have the forms N[t - ε] and N[t + ε] in Fig-
ure 2.1, respectively. This isotopy is extended to a level-preserving isotopy of R4, and

hence p is a saddle point of F. This completes the proof.

REMARK 2.4. We have the following equation:

where χ(F) is the Euler number of F. Since d(p; F) - 1 = 0 for any ordinary point

p, the sum is finite.

3. Simplex Move

Let P be a p-manifold in a ^-manifold with p < q and σp+1 be a (p + l)-simplex

such that P Π σp+1 = P Π dσp+l is the union of some p-faces of σp+1. Let P7 be the
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p-manifold cl(P U dσp+l - P Π dσp+l). Then we say that P' is obtained from P by

the (p + I)-simplex move associated with σp+1.

Suppose that F and F' are two surfaces in Λ4 which satisfy (2.1)and that Ff is

obtained from F by a 3-simplex move associated with σ3.

Lemma 3.1. For any point p of F Π F', we have

\d(p;F')-d(p F)\<l.

type(O) type(l) type (2) type (3)

type (01)

type (12)

type (02)

type (13)

type (03)

type (23)

type (012) type (013) type (023) type (123)

Figure 3.1

Proof. Let α0, αi, α2 and as be the vertices of σ3 with
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and τf the 2-face of σ3 such that α^ * τf = σ3 (i = 0,1, 2,3). We say that the type

of the 3-simplex move is (i), (ij), or (ijK) if F Π σ3 = r^ n U TJ, or r» U TJ U 77- for

distinct ί, j, fc 6 {0,1,2,3} respectively; see Figure 3.1. In the figure, the black faces

(resp. the white faces) indicate F Π σ3 (resp. F' Π σ3).

Suppose that the type of the 3-simplex move is (0); namely, F Π σ3 consists of

TO — |αια2α3|. If p is any point of FfΊF' except αι,α2 and α3, then it is obvious that

d(p\ F') - d(p\ F) = 0. Consider the case p = αi. Since Lk(αι; F') is obtained from

Lk(αι; F) by replacing |α2α3 with |α2α0| U |ao«3|, the difference d(aι]F') — d(a\\F)

is +1. Similarly, if p = α2 or α3, we have d(p; F1) - d(p\ F) = 0. Note that α0 is not

in F but is in F' as a minimal point of F'.

The other types are similarly examined as shown in Table 3.1. In the table, the

notation x means that the difference d(a^Ff) — d(α^F) has no sense because α* is

not in both of F and F'. This completes the proof.

type (0)

d(αo;F')-d(αo;F)

d(ai;F')-d(ai;F)

d(az;F')-d(a2;F)

d(α3;F')-d(α3;F)

X

+1
0

0

0
X

0

0

0

0
X

0

0

0

+1
X

(1) (2) (3)

type || (01)

d(oo;F')-d(αo;F)

d(α ι ;F')-d(aι;F)

d(a2;F')~d(a2;F)

d(a3;F')-d(a3;F)

0

+1

^0

(02)

0

0

0

0

(03)

0

0

0

0

(12)

0

0

0

0

(13)

0

0

0

0

(23) |

0
-1

+1
0

type || (012)

d(αo;F')-d(αo;F)
d(αι;F')-d(o ι ;F)
d(a2;F')-d(a2;F)

d(a3;F')-d(a3;F)

0

0
-1

X

(013)

0

0
X

0

(023)

0
X

0

0

(123)

X

-1

0

0

Table 3.1

In the case of d(p; F') — d(pm, F) — 0 in Lemma 3.1, we have the following.

Lemma 3.2. Let p be a point of F Π F'. If p is an elementary critical point

(resp. an ordinary point) of F and d(p\ F) — d(p\ F') = 0, then p is also an elementary

critical point (resp. an ordinary point) of F'.
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Proof. If p is a maximal point or a minimal point, then d(p\ F) = d(p-, F') — 0
and hence p is a maximal point or a minimal point of F'. If p is an ordinary point of
F, then d(p; F) = d(p-, F') = 1 and hence p is an ordinary point of F'.

Suppose that p is a saddle point of F. We use the notations in the proof of Lemma

2.3. Let Dk be σ3 Π N[k] (k = α,6). If Dk = φ, then Tk(p-,F] = T k ( p ; F f ) . If

Dk / φ, then £>fc is a 2-disk. In this case, we see that Tk(p;F] and Tk(p-,F') are
ambient isotopic and that Tk(p\F') is a trivial tangle; see Figure 3.2. Hence p is a
saddle point of F'. This completes the proof.

T k ( p F) T k ( p F')

Figure 3.2

Two p-manifolds P and P' in a (/-manifold Q with p < q are related by a sequence
of simplex moves on p-manifolds in Q if there exists a sequence of p-manifolds in Q

P r> . r> . . r> p/= -π. —> -Π2 —> - -' —> rn — r

such that PΪ+I is obtained from PI by a (p+l)-simplex move (i = 1,2, , n—1).
Two elementary surfaces F and F' in R* are related by a sequence of simplex moves
on elementary surfaces in R4 if there exists a sequence of elementary surfaces in R4

771 771 771 f f f . T^ rp/

such that Fi+ι is obtained from Fi by a 3-simplex move (z = l,2, ,n — 1).
Kamada, Kawauchi and Matumoto proved the following theorem in [3].

Theorem 3.3. Let P and P' be two p-manίfolds in a q-manifold Q with p < q.

The following conditions are mutually equivalent.

(1) P is ambient isotopic to P'.
(2) P is related with P' by a sequence of simplex moves on p-manifolds in Q.

If two elementary surfaces F and F' in R4 are ambient isotopic, then there exists

a sequence of 3-simplex moves on surfaces in R4

771 771 77! Z71 IT1/
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by Theorem 3.3. However Fi does not necessarily satisfy (2.1) (i = 2, , n — 1).

Taking a sufficiently small positive angle 0, we obtain a sequence of 3-simplex moves

φθ(F) = φθ(Fl) — > φθ(F2) — + ---- > φθ(Fn) = φθ(Ff).

such that ψe(Fi) satisfies (2.1); nevertheless φβ(Fi) is not necessarily an elementary

surface. Our theorem (Theorem 1.1) asserts that we can replace the intermediate sur-

faces of the above sequence with another ones which are all elementary.

4. Λ -move

For a point p of a surface F which satisfies (2.1), we take a sufficiently small

cylindrical neighborhood TV[α, b] of p in R4 such that the bottom N[a] and the top

N[b] are disjoint from F, where TV is a convex linear 3-ball in R3 (this is different

from the one defined in the proof of Lemma 2.3). We remove the 2-ball F Π TV[α, b]

and replace it by a cone p* {F(Ί (cλ/V)[α, b]} so that we obtain a new surface F' , where

p is in intTV[6]. We say that F' is obtained from F by a K-move at p, and denote Ff

byFp.

In comparison between the vertices of F and Fp, p is not in Fp and v\, - ,vn

and p are in Fp, where vι (i = 1, ,n) are the vertices of the polygonal curve

F Π (dN)[a, b}. Taking an appropriate 3-ball TV, we make Fp satisfy (2.1). Throughout

this paper we may assume that, if F satisfies (2.1), then Fp also satisfies (2.1).

We see that p is a maximal point of Fp and that Vi is an elementary critical point

or an ordinary point of Fp by Lemma 2.3. Hence we have the following (cf. [2]).

Lemma 4.1. If all the critical points of F except p are elementary, then Fp is an

elementary surface. In particular, if F is elementary, then Fp is also elementary.

Lemma 4.2. If F is elementary, then F and Fp are related by a sequence of

simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

Proof. Let l(p F) be a polygonal curve F Π (<97V)[α, b] in (dN)[a, b}. By Theo-

rem 3.3, if p is a maximal point, an ordinary point, or a saddle point, then there exists

a sequence of 2-simplex moves on polygonal curves in int(cW)[α, b]

such that

(1) r2 is a 2-simplex in int(cλ/V)[α,ί(p)],
(2) ίi+ι is obtained from ^ by a 2-simplex move associated with r? (i = 1, 2, , n —
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(3) {p} U ti satisfies (2.1) (i = 1, 2, - - , n), and

(4) tt{4 n (dN)(t(p)}} > tf{ί2 n (dN)[t(P)}} > - > tt{^n n (cW)[*(p)]} - o.

Note that fl{4 Π (3JV)[ί(p)]} is equal to 2d(p;Fi) and hence fl^ n (ft/NT) [ί(p)]> is
equal to 0, 2, or 4 . If p is a minimal point, we replace "int(cW)[α,ί(p)]" in (1) by

), 6]".Then we have a sequence of surfaces in R4

F — FI —> F% —> —> Fn

-^(Fn)p^ ••• -̂  (F2)p

such that

(5) Fi+i is obtained from F; by a 3-simplex move associated with p * p2, where p2 is
a 2-simplex in #4 (i = 1, 2, , n - 1),

(6) Fi satisfies (2.1) (i = 2, - - - , n), and

Using this sequence, we prove that F and Fn, Fn and (Fn)p, (Fn)p and Fp are related
by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces, respectively.

First, p is an elementary critical point or an ordinary point of Fi by (4) and Lemma

3.2. Moreover, the new vertices of Fi generated by the 3-simplex move associated with
p * pl_l are elementary critical points or ordinary points of Fi by Lemma 2.3. Hence
Fi is an elementary surface. It follows that F and Fn are related by a sequence of
simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

Second, let F^ be a surface obtained from Fn by the 3-simplex move associated

with p * τ2. Then (Fn)p is obtained from F'n by the 3-simplex move associated with
p * r2. We see that F^ and (Fn)p are elementary surfaces by Lemma 2.3, and hence
Fn and (Fn)p are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

Finally, we notice that (Fi)p is an elementary surface by Lemma 4.1. We remove
the 3-simplex p*τ? from p*p2 and replace it by the 3-simplex p*r2 so that we obtain

the 3-ball Bf (i = 1,2, ,n - 1). Then two elementary surfaces (Fί+ι)p and (Fά)p

differ by Bf.
By assuming Lemma 4.3 which is stated below, we see that (F;+ι)p and (Fi)p are

related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces. It follows that (Fn)p

and Fp are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces, and we

have the conclusion.

Let α0 * p2 = |αoαια2α3| be a 3-simplex in R4 which satisfies (2.1). We take a
2-simplex r2 = \bιb^b^\ in a0 * p2 which satisfies (2.1), where hi is an interior point

of |α0αi| and close to α0 (i = 1, 2, 3). Let 60 be a point in R4 such that 60 is joinable

with r2, cl(α0 * p2 - aQ * τ2) Π (60 * r2) = r2, and ί(60) > *(&») (i = 1, 2, 3). Let F
and FB be two elementary surfaces such that FB is obtained from F by a 3-cellular
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move associated with a 3-ball B3 — (αo * p — αo * τ2) U (60 * r2). Suppose that F Π B3

is a 2-ball which is Tι,T2,Γ3,Tι2,Tι3 or T23, where

TI = (\doa2a3\ — \aob2b3\) U |&o^2^s| U l^i^αs^

T2 = (|αoαια3| ~ l^o^i^sl) U l^o^i^al U |αια2α3|,

T3 = (|&oαια2| ~~ |αo^ι^2|) U [

T\2 = (|βθα2β3| ~ |β0^2^3|) '

U (|βoθΊα3| — |fto^ι^3 |) U l^o^i^sl U |dιίi2β3|}

Tι3 = (\aQa2a3\ — |α0^2^3|) U \b0b2b3\

U (|αoβια2| ~ |αo^ι^2|) U \bobιb2 U |αια2α3|, and

^23 — (|αoβια3| — lαo^i^sl) U \b()bιb3

U (|αoαια2| ~~ |αo^ι^2|) U l^o^i^l U

Lemma 4.3. In the above situation, F and FB are related by a sequence of sim-
plex moves on elementary surfaces.

Proof. We may assume that t(bι) < t(b2) < t(b3). According to the levels of αi
and 6χ, α2 and 62, α3 and 63, we have four cases;

(i-1) ί(αι) > ί(6ι),ί(α2) > t(b2),t(a3) > ί(63),

(i-3) ί(αι) < t(6ι),ί(α2) < t(b2),t(a3) > ί(63), and
(i-4) ί(αι) < ί(6ι),ί(α2) < t(b2),t(a3) < t(b3).

According to the levels of αi, α2 and α3, we have six cases;

(ii-1) ί(αι)

ί(α3)
t(aι)

ί(α2) < ί(α3) < ί(αι),

(ii-5) ί(o3) < ί(αι) < ί(α2), and
(ii-6) ί(α3) < ί(o2) < ί(αι).

If the levels of the vertices of 53 are of type (i-a) and (ii-/?), then say that 53 is of

type (α, β), where α G {1, 2, 3, 4} and /? G {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. We notice that there exist
no 3-balls B3 of types (2,3), (2,4), (2,5), (2,6), (3,2), (3,4), (3,5), and (3,6). For each
type (α,/J), there are six cases according to F Π B3 = 7\, Γ2, T3, Γi2, Tι3 and T23.

Case 1. Suppose that B3 is of type (1,1), (1,2), (1,3), (1,4), (1,5), (1,6), (2,1) or
(2,2).
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First, we consider the case that B3 is of type (1, 1) and F Π B3 is TI. As the
division of B3, we take four 3-simplices Δf , Δ|, Δf , Δ|, where

I = |αια2α36ι|,Δ| = |,Δ^ = |α36162ί>3|, and Δ^ = \b0bιb2b3\.

Then F and FB are related by a sequence of simplex moves on surfaces which satisfy
the condition (2.1);

Ί? — J?r — r\
Δ4

see Figure 4.1. Then the difference of the degrees of the vertices of B3 is given in
Table 4.1.

vertex

φ ̂ -φ Fi)

φ;F3)-φ;F2)

φ;F4)-φ;F3)

φ;F5)-φ;F4)

αi

+1
0

0

0

«2

0

-1

0

0

as

0

0

0

0

&o

0

0

0

0

bι

X

0

0

0

&2

0

+1
0

0

b3

0

0

0

0

Table 4.1

Since a\ is an elementary critical point or an ordinary point of FS, we have
d(αι Fι) < 1. If the vertex αi is a maximal point or a minimal point of FI, then
αi is an ordinary point of F2, F3, F4 and F5. If αi is an ordinary point of FI, then a\
is a saddle point of F2, F3, F4 and F5 by Lemma 3.2.
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Similarly, the vertices α2, as, &o> ^1^2 and 63 are elementary critical points or ordi-

nary points of F2, F3, and F4 (in particular, b\ is a minimal point). Hence the surfaces

F2,F3 and F± are elementary surfaces, and F and Fβ are related by simplex moves

on elementary surfaces.

type

order

(1,1)
Ti

Pi

TT
2

P
2

T
3

PS
Tl

2

Pi

Tl3

PS

T
2
3

P
3

(1,2)
Tl

Pi

ΓΓΛ

-1-2

Pi

T
3

PS

Tl
2

Pi

Tl3

PS

2̂3

P
3

type

order

(1,3)
Ti

P
4

T
2

P
2

T
3

PS

T
12

P
5

Tl3

PS

T
2
3

PS

(1,4)
Tl

P
4

T
2

P
2

T
3

PS

Tl2

PS

Tl3

PS

T
2
3

PS

type

order

'(1,5)
Ti

P
4

T
2

P
2

Γ
3

PS

Tl2

Pi

T
13

P
6

T
2
3

PS

(1,6)
Ti

P
4

T
2

P
2

Γ
3

PS

Tl2

Pi

Γj
3

P
6

T
23

PS

type

order

(2,1)

Ti

Pi

T
2

P
2

T
3

PS

Tl
2

Pi

Tl
3

PS

2̂3

PS

(2,2)

Γi

Pi

T
2

P
2

T
3

PS

T
12

Pi

Tis

PS

T
2
3

PS

Table 4.2

In Case 1 generally, we use one of the following six kinds of order of simplex

moves;

p Δl) F Δ3> 7̂1 Δ2) p = p

p F — F Δ4> F Δl) F A2> F As) F = F

P ZΓ1 Z7 Δ^ 771 Δ^ 77, ΔI j-, Δ4 j-, ,-, _.
Jr^. r = r\ > r<2 >• r% >• r^ >• r$ = rB > anc*

p F = F Δ4> F Δ2> F Δl) F Δs) F = F

For each type in Case 1, we give an example of order such that F and FB are related

by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces; see Table 4.2.

Case 2. Suppose that B3 are of type (3,1), (3,3), (4,1), (4,2), (4,3), (4,4), (4,5) or

(4,6).

As the division of B3, we take four 3-simplices Δ|, Δ|, Δ|, Δy, where

We use one of the following four kinds of order of simplex moves;
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Q3. F =

Q4. F =

= FB, and

For each type in Case 2, we give an example of order such that F and FB are related

by a sequence of simplex moves for elementary surfaces; see Table 4.3.

type
(3,1)

Ti T2 T3 Γ12 Tis
(3,3)

Γι3 T23

order Qi Q2 Qs

type

order

(4,1)
Tl

Qi
T z

Q z
T3

Q3

Ϊ12

Qi
Ϊ13

Ql

rrι

J-23

Q2

(4,2)
Ti

Qi
T2

Q2

T3

Q3

Tl2

Qi
T13

<?4

T23

<9s

type

order

(4,3)
Ti

Qi
T2 \ T3

Qi \ Qs
Tl2

Qi
Γl3

Qi

T23

Q2

(4,4)
Tl

<3ι
T2

Q2

T3

<?3

Tl2

Qi
Tl3

Qs
T23

Q2

type
(4,5)

Tig T23

(4,6)

T23

order Q2 | Qs | Qi Q4 | Q3 | Qi Qs Qi

Table 4.3

This completes the proof of Lemma 4.3.

For a surface F which satisfies (2.1), we denote the surface obtained by the Λ-

moves at all the points of F with their degrees > 2 by F. Then F is elementary (cf.

Lemma 4.1). By Lemma 4.2, we have the following.

Corollary 4.4. For any elementary surface F in R4, F and F are related by a

sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

5. Proof of Theorem 1.1

To prove Theorem 1.1, we prepare three more lemmas.

Let σ3 be a 3-simplex |α0αια2α3| in R4 which satisfies (2.1). We take a 2-simplex

p2 _. |α01α02α03| which satisfies (2.1), where a0i (i = 1,2,3) is an interior point of
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|o00i| and close to α0 and the 3-simplex α0 * PO *s similar to σ3. Similarly we take

2-simplices p\,ρ\ and ρ\ near αι,α2 and α3 respectively.

Let F be an elementary surface and F' a surface in R4 obtained from F by a 3-

simplex move associated with σ3. For the set U of vertices of σ3 which are in F Π F',

we take a 3-ball C3 = cl(σ3 - (J α» * p?). Let FC be a surface obtained from F by
CLiEU

the 3-cellular move associated with C3. We notice that Fc satisfies (2.1). Then we

have the following.

Lemma 5.1. (1) FC is an elementary surface.

(2) F and FC are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

Proof. Let r? be a 2-face of σ3 with α» * rf = σ3 (ί = 0, 1, 2, 3).

(1) If F Π σ3 = TO = |θια2α3|, then the new vertices α0, αio, oi2, Oι3, o2o, o2ι, o23,

o3o,o3ι and α32 are generated in FC by the 3-cellular move. The edges in FC around

αio are |oιoθo|, |θι0θι2|, and |αιoθι3|. Then α0 is an elementary critical point or an

ordinary point of FC by Lemma 2.3. We see that the rest of the vertices of FC are also

elementary critical points or ordinary points, and hence FC is elementary. The other

types are similarly examined.

(2) We may assume that t(oo) < t(αι) < £(02) < t(a3). We divide the proof into 14

cases according to F Π σ3.

Type (0). F Π σ3 consists of TQ = |αια2αs|.

As the division of C3, we take seven 3-simplices:

? 1023030031032 1 , |θoθ23θ3θ03ι|.

We apply 3-simplex moves associated with these 3-simplices in this order to obtain a

sequence of simplex moves on surfaces which satisfy (2.1)

F = F! — > F2 — > ---- > F8 = FC,

see Figure 5.1. We notice that the levels of the vertices of C3 are

ί(α0) < t(αιo) < t(aι2) < t(αι3) < t(o20)

ί(α23)

Then the difference of the degrees of these vertices is shown in Table 5.1.
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F=Fι F2

Fs=Fc

Figure 5.1

vertex

d(*;F2)-d(*;Fι)
d(*;F3)-d(*;F2)

d(*;F4)-d(*;F3)

d(*;F6)-d(*;F4)

d(*;Fβ)-d(*;F6)

d(*;F7)-d(*;Fβ)

d(*;F8)-d(*;F7)

αo II 0ιo

X

0

0

0

0

0

0

x

X

0

0

0

0

0

0,12

+1

0

0

0

0

0

0

013

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

020

X

X

X

X

0

0

0

02i

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

023 I f 030

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

X

X

X

X

X

X

0

031

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

«32

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Table 5.1

We see that F^, , FQ and Fγ are elementary surfaces and that F and FC are related

by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces.

The other 13 cases are similarly examined. The following is an example of a

division of C3 and an order of simplex moves for each case so that F and FC are

related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces.
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Type(l);Fnσ 3 = τ2.

Type(2);FΠσ 3 = r2

2.

Type(3);Fnσ 3-τ 3

2.

Type (01); F ΓΊ σ3 = r^ U

Type (02); F Π σ3 - r0

2 U r|.

|5 1 003023^31 032|?

Type (03); F Π σ3 - η2 U τj.

Type (12); F Π σ3 = rf U τ|.
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Type(13);Fnσ 3 =τ 2 Uτ 3

2 .

1 , 1^12^20^23^321, 1^12^20^21^23 1 5 1^02^12031032 | »

Type (23); F Π σ3 - r| U rf.

Type (012); F Π σ3 - r0

2 U rf U r2.

2i|

|, 1^02^21^23^3 1,

Type (013); F Π σ3 = r0

2 U rf U τ3

2.

Type (023); F Π σ3 - r0

2 U r| U τ3

2.

Type (123); F Π σ3 - rf U r| U τ|.

This completes the proof.

Let F and F' be two surfaces in #4 such that they satisfy (2.1) and that F1 is

obtained from F by a 3-simplex move associated with p * p2, where p is a vertex of

F Π F' and p2 is a 2-simplex in F. Suppose that all the critical points of F and F1

except p are elementary. Let Fp (resp. F'p) be a surface obtained from F (resp. F1) by

the Λ-move at p.
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For the cylindrical neighborhood 7V[α, b] of p in R4 and the point p e mtN[b]

associated with the Λ-move at p, we take a 2-ball D2 = (p * p2) Π (dN)[a,b] and a

3-ball £3 - (p * p2 - p * D2) U (p * L>2). By Lemma 4.1, Fp and Fp are elementary

surfaces and differ by jE?3.

Lemma 5.2. Fp and F'p are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elemen-

tary surfaces.

Proof. Let ip (resp. t'p) be a polygonal curve Fn(dN)[a, b] (resp. F'ίΊ(<97V)[α, &])

which satisfies (2.1). Then lp and ̂  differ by D2. We take a division of D2 into 2-

simplices τ2, r| , , r2^ such that the 2-simplex moves associated with τ2, r| , ,

r2_! are applied to £p in this order to obtain £p.

Let p * p? be a 3-simplex with (p * p2) Π (97V) [α, 6] = τ2 and p2 C p2 (ί =

1, 2, , n - 1). Notice that p * p2 is divided into {p * p2,p * p|, ,p * p2^}. Let

£3 be a 3-ball (p * p2 — p * τ2) U (p * τ2) (i = 1, 2, , n — 1). We may assume that

Bf satisfies (2.1). Then there exists a sequence of cellular moves on surfaces

such that Fi+ι is obtained from Fi by the 3-cellular move associated with Bf and that

FI satisfies (2.1). By Lemma 4.3, two surfaces Fi and Fi+ι are related by a sequence

of simplex moves on elementary surfaces. This completes the proof.

Suppose that F and F' are surfaces in R4 which satisfy (2.1) and that Fr is ob-

tained from F by a 3-simplex move associated with σ3.

Lemma 5.3. F and F' are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary

surfaces.

Proof. Let σ3 be αoαic^αs with £(α0) < t(a\) < ί(α2) < £(α3). We use the

notations in Lemma 5.1. For the 3-ball C3 obtained by cutting the corners off from

σ3, we have a sequence of surfaces

F — > Fc — > F'.

We note that F' is obtained from FC by the composition of the 3-simplex moves asso-

ciated with a i * p2 (cίi G C/); see Figure 5.2.

Let 5 be the set of vertices of F with their degrees > 2 except the vertices of σ3.

We classify the vertices in U into four (possibly empty) sets:
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\

U2l = {v\d(v F) = 2,d(V;F') = 1}, and
U22 = {v\d(v;F)>2,d(v;F')>.2}.

Then we obtain a sequence of surfaces between F and F'

= F'

such that

(1) F = FI is obtained from F by the composition of the Λ-moves at the vertices in

5 U t/21 U ί/22,

(2) F<2 is obtained from FC by the composition of the Λ-moves at the vertices in 5 U

1/21 U 1/22,
(3) Fa is obtained from FC by the composition of the Λ-moves at the vertices in 5 U

f/12 U ί/2l U ί/22,

(4) F4 is obtained from F' by the composition of the Λ-moves at the vertices in S U

Uι2 U j/2i U t/22, and
(5) F5 = F' is obtained from F' by the composition of the Λ-moves at the vertices in

5 U Ui2 U t/22; see Figure 5.3.

We notice that F2,F3, and F4 are elementary surfaces by Lemma 4.1. Then we have

the following.

AU21

F=Fι
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(6) Since F2 is obtained from FI by the 3-cellular move associated with C3, two sur-
faces FI and F2 are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces
by Lemma 5.1(2).

(7) Since FS is obtained from F2 by the composition of the Λ-moves at the ordinary
points in U\%, two surfaces F2 and F3 are related by a sequence of simplex moves
on elementary surfaces by Lemma 4.2.

(8) Since F4 is obtained from F3 by the composition of the 3-simplex moves associ-
ated with di * pi (a,i G E/ii) and the 3-cellular moves associated with the 3-balls
constructed by picking the vertex α; of α^ * p? (α^ € f/i2 U C/2i U t/22), two surfaces
Fa and F4 are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces by
Lemma 5.2.

(9) Since F5 is obtained from F4 by the composition of the inverse Λ-moves at the
ordinary points in ί/21, two surfaces F4 and F5 are related by a sequence of simplex
moves on elementary surfaces by Lemma 4.2.

Therefore F and F' are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces
and we have the conclusion.

We are ready to prove Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. It is well-known that (2) => (1) (cf. [4]). We may prove
that (1) => (2). Let F and F' be two elementary surfaces in R4 which are ambient
isotopic. By Theorem 3.3, there exists a sequence of simplex moves on surfaces in R4

between F and F1'. Rotating the surfaces and the 3-simplices in this sequence slightly,
we obtain a sequence of simplex moves on surfaces in R4 which satisfy (2.1)

φθ(F) = Fl —> F2 —> - -, —> Fn = φθ(F'}.

Deforming the surfaces in this sequence by Λ-moves at all the points with their degrees>
2, we have a sequence of elementary surfaces

φθ(F) = Fl^F\^F2^ >Fn—*Fn = φθ(F').

Then FI and FI, Fn and Fn are related by a sequence of simplex moves on elementary
surfaces by Corollary 4.4, respectively. Moreover, Fi and FΪ+I are also related by a
sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces by Lemma 5.3 (i = 1,2, , n — 1).
Hence we obtain a required sequence of simplex moves on elementary surfaces between

φθ(F) and φθ(F').
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